
S peed, security, and low TCO 
(total cost of ownership) are 
all vital to government agency 

missions, but those factors are often 
viewed as conflicting demands. To 
shore up their cybersecurity, agencies 
are more frequently turning to HTTPS, 
a technology that uses Secure Socket 

Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer 
Security (TLS) under HTTP application 
layering to encrypt and decrypt Web 
traffic. However, that encryption 
can lead to unwanted latency, says 
Angelo Rodriguez, director of security 
engineering at Dell, during a Dec. 10, 
2015, Webcast titled “Enabling Network 

Security at the Speed of Mission.” And 
it is often cost prohibitive for agencies 
to buy solutions that meet both their 
security and bandwidth needs.

Increasing use of Web-based 
applications is leading agencies to more 
frequent use of HTTPS, but that means 
malware distributors are also adapting 
to penetrate this technology. “It’s not 
just banking, secure, health care or 
government sites that are encrypted,” says 
Rodriguez. “Webmail sites, social media 
sites and sites that otherwise wouldn’t 
really need encryption for security 
purposes are now encrypted and therefore 
the malware that hides within those sites 
is also encrypted.”

Analysts predict half of all inbound 
and outbound attacks will be encrypted 
and therefore obfuscated by SSL/
TLS by 2017. Currently, one report 
states, SSL/TLS comprises about 20 
percent of total Web traffic and about 
35 percent of typical enterprise traffic. 
Dell has seen HTTPS as a percentage 
of total hits at 50 percent, says 
Rodriguez. The average yearly increase 
in SSL/TLS traffic is 20 percent. Still, 
only about 20 percent of enterprises 
have next-generation firewalls 
(NGFWs) that inspect inbound and 
outbound SSL/TLS traffic. 

SPEED AND SECURITY  
AREN’T MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
A new network configuration mitigates concerns about adding latency  
when implementing HTTPS inspection.
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ANATOMY OF A “FIREWALL SANDWICH”

Dell uses “firewall sandwiches” to add capacity and HTTPS inspection 
capabilities to existing firewalls that can’t handle such a workload.  
The firewall sandwich architecture:

  Provides the blueprint for deploying a network-based, scale-out 
security layer architecture. 

  Offers transparent security services via highly resilient Layer 2 design 
to enhance existing security solutions, separate security functions or 
provide added capacity. 

  Is fully validated with Dell Networking S4810, S5000 and S6000,  
plus Dell Network Security SuperMassive 9x00 series next-generation 
firewall products.

  Provides N+1 redundancy (vs. 1+1) without reliance on high-availability 
or clustering protocols. 

  Supports 1, 10 or 40 Gigabit Ethernet ingress/egress connections  
and performance.

  Uses Virtual Link Trunk, symmetric hashing, port channel  
Link Aggregation Group and active mesh.



Here’s a recent exam-
ple of what the threat 
can look like. Recently, 
SSL-encrypted HTTPS 
sessions of third-party 
banner ads distributed 
malware over four days to 
27,000 users per hour—an attack most 
firewalls missed. 

“If a firewall or security device you 
were using was not inspecting all of the 
SSL, TLS or HTTPS sessions, then those 
users could have potentially been affect-
ed,” says Rodriguez. “What organizations 
need is next-generation protection that 
eliminates blind spots in SSL traffic.”

The trick, he adds, is being able to 
inspect that traffic and scale to cover all 
of it without adding network latency. 
It’s a significant challenge because in 
order to provide SSL/TLS inspection, 
most devices perform man-in-the-middle 
processes and decrypt traffic to inspect it. 

For example, if a client tries to talk 
to a server, the firewall sits in the 
middle and proxies the conversation. 
“It tells the client that it’s the server, 
and it tells the server that it’s the client, 
and in the middle of that session, we 
decrypt the traffic, inspect it, encrypt 
it and send it on its way, both inbound 
and outbound,” says Rodriguez.

The performance penalty for such 
operations can be as high as 81 percent, 
according to a 2013 Gartner report. That 
means a firewall capable of 10 gigabits 
of stateful inspection will do only 2 
gigabits of SSL inspection, he says. 
Performance concerns top the reasons 
why agency officials are reluctant to turn 
on HTTPS traffic inspection, but now 
they don’t have to go that route.

Inspection without Latency
Dell’s SonicWALL SuperMassive 9000 
series powers next-generation enterprise 
solutions that provide SSL decryption, 
inspection and protection with no added 
latency, allaying concerns, boosting 
security, all at less than half the total cost 
of comparable solutions. 

It’s the only NGFW specifically 
engineered for enterprise networks of 
at least 10 gigabits. It can scale to meet 
the high deep packet inspection (DPI) 
performance and low latency demands 
of the world’s largest data centers and 
carriers, says Rodriguez.

The required architecture includes 
Reassembly-Free Deep Packet 
Inspection (RFDPI), patented by Dell. 
A typical packet-based architecture is 
serial. That means a packet comes in and 
is reassembled, inspected, disassembled, 
and sent out. “That creates latency and 
it creates performance problems because 
you’re going to have limitations around 
how big the packets can be that you can 
inspect,” he says.

Using RFDPI, the system can inspect 
traffic without the reassembly step. 
Dell makes virtual copies as it inspects 
packets and sends streams through the 
firewall without having to assemble the 
data into packets for inspection. That 
means the system creates consistency and 
removes latency because it’s not stopping 
the inspection process to disassemble 

and reassemble packets. 
RFDPI also enables inspection in 
parallel. A SonicWALL uses a network 
processor with up to 96 cores. For any 
given stream a SonicWALL is inspecting, 
that stream is handled by one core.

“This gives us the ability to scale 
the performance within one unit of a 
firewall,” says Rodriguez. “By using 
an intelligent architecture, we can scale 
that beyond a single unit. We have up 
to 96 cores in a single firewall, and 
then by architecting those firewalls 
a certain way, we can create up to 
1,152 cores in a single firewall, giving 
massive scalability.”

The SuperMassive Series also uses 
what Dell calls the “firewall sandwich,” 
which expands core capacity by adding 
SSL and DPI services where there are 
firewalls that don’t have them. 

“We can add DPI to the existing 
firewall layer without having to rip out 
those firewalls, which is also a risk-
mitigation strategy because you don’t 
have to change your stateful firewalls,” 
says Rodriguez. “It’s really designed 
to add deep-packet inspection or SSL 
inspection to existing security solutions 
or to provide added capacity.”

The firewall sandwich can also 
separate functions. For example, a 
firewall may be able to accomplish SSL/
TLS inspection, but bandwidth makes 
it impossible to do all inspections in 
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“What organizations need is next-generation 
protection that eliminates blind spots in SSL 
traffic.”—Angelo Rodriguez, director of security engineering for network security at Dell
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a single platform. A 
firewall sandwich can 
break out DPI from  
an existing NGFW,  
do the inspection in the 
firewall sandwich layer 
and revert to using the exiting 
firewall for stateful inspection.

Organizations can deploy a firewall 
sandwich in three ways:

 Classic: This means it sits behind 
an existing firewall and adds DPI and 
SSL security services.

 Double: This means when 
scalability requirements are beyond 
the limits of a single firewall, Dell 
can put a SuperMassive firewall at 
the stateful routing later to provide 
services and a virtual-private network. 
No DPI inspection is done here so the 
firewalls can scale to their maximum 
capability of about 40 gigabits of 
stateful protection. Agencies can add a 
DPI layer below those two firewalls.

 Open: This uses load balancers 
instead of switches.

Using SuperMassive 9400, which 
can scale to about 160 gigabits of IPS 
and app intelligence, agencies get 
about 40 billion bits per second of SSL 
inspection. Using SuperMassive 9800, 
they can double that performance, at a 
low overall TCO.

The Bottom Line
The SonicWALL SuperMassive 9000 
series can not only inspect traffic, but 
find the threats hidden within. Dell is 
the only NGFW vendor that can manage 
thousands of firewalls worldwide with 
real-time visualization, says Rodriguez. 
Furthermore, SonicWALL SuperMassive 

and NSA firewalls are now certified 
under the Department of Defense’s  
Unified Capabilities Approved Products 
List (UC APL), a significant certification 
enabling their purchase and deployment 
by DoD customers, as well as a plus 
for civilian agencies and commercial 
customers using the UC APL as part 
of their decision-making process when 
looking to improve their network 
security infrastructure.

The company has a footprint of more 
than 1 million deployed firewalls, all of 
which collect and transmit information 
to Dell’s cloud-based Global Response 
Intelligent Defense (GRID). GRID 
takes that real-time threat intelligence 
and determines whether a threat from 
a deployed SonicWALL is already 
known—and therefore easy to stop—or 
an unknown entity. In the latter case, 
Dell sandboxes the threat in the cloud 
to get more information and deploys 
protection to GRID, passing along the 
fixes to all the connected firewalls. 

“Once we find a threat through 
one of the cloud-based SonicWALLs, 
within minutes we can determine 
what the makeup of that threat is and 
what the appropriate protection is, 
deploy that protection to the cloud 
and instead of just that SonicWALL 
being protected, we can protect all 
1 million SonicWALL units because 
the protection is cloud-based and not 

firewall-based. It’s not 
based on an individual unit,” 
says Rodriguez. GRID currently 
covers about 30 million threats and 
grows by the tens of thousands  
per day.

The latency avoidance and 
automated security make Dell’s 
solution an easy way for government 
agencies to increase their defenses 
against encrypted malware. It removes 
the barriers to implementing more 
robust cybersecurity.

“We have the most scalability, we 
have the lowest price by more than 
50 percent, we also have the highest 
performance and scalability in terms 
of stateful packet inspection and [an 
intrusion prevention system], not just 
DPI,” he says. The result is a lower 
total cost of ownership (Rodriguez 
presents a TCO comparison with 
offerings from Cisco, PaloAlto, and 
Fortinet) and a more effective solution, 
resulting in more comprehensive 
protection.

“We have the most scalability, we have the 
lowest price by more than 50 percent,  
and we also have the highest performance.” 
—Angelo Rodriguez, director of security engineering for network security at Dell


